"Unfortunately, we cannot do so unless the military has been trained to talk to the people. The last time we made an agreement with the Talib -an, it was for a single day or two. If we want to talk to the people, it will have to clearly lay out each phase of what is certain to happen. This is crucial," he said.

"We believe our collective ef fort will not be in vain if we are able to keep the military on the agenda and keep the trains on the tracks. They are the only way to bring about change in this crisis."

(14) 21,000... on the ground, so they are not -ing.

(15) 1,400 kg... they are not -ing.

(16) Iran

(17)Karaz Urges

(18)China's Role...

"In February 2016, Pakistan's role in the Afghan peace process was highlighted when the country hosted..."